William Cranmer b. ~1620
unknown, father
unknown, mother
Elizabeth Carwithy b. DATE d. DATE
David Carwithy, father
unknown, mother

These are notes to support my Ancestry.com family tree
http://trees.ancestry.com/tree/931824/
In most cases the citations and documentation is contained in the profiles of a tree entry.
However, in some cases there are conflicting citations or facts posted in related trees. At
times, the evidence is only circumstantial. These notes are intended to support the facts
which I have posted in my ancestry tree. In using these notes I am indicating that there is
some uncertainty in the facts, and this documents my decision for inclusion of certain data in
my tree.
If anyone has any additional information or corrections to these notes, please let me know.
drfalken@comcast.net

I believe that William Cranmer b. ~1620 is the 3rd great grandfather of Mary
Cranmer (b. 1780) who married Captain Samuel Falkinburg. These notes are an
attempt to trace the family of this William Cranmer and ultimately determine the
link between Mary and the family of Archbishop Thomas Cranmer. As stated by
Leah Blackman:

An exploration of public family trees on ancestry.com and familysearch.com
would lead one to believe that William Cranmer b. ~1620 (birthplace cited as
Wolborough Newton Abbot, Devon,England) was the son of William Cranmer and
Susanna Powell. This supposed William, father of William (b. ~1620) is described

by Robert Edmond Chester Waters.1 The description of William, sr. seems
reasonable. He was an influential member of the Fellowship of the Merchants
Adventures of England, and in that capacity moved to Rotterdam. It seems likely
that a son of such an individual might make his way to colonial America. Waters
gives us a pedigree of this
family, and indeed William
has two sons: William (b.
1630) and George( b. 1624)
along with four daughters
Susanna, Elizabeth, Mary,
and Ann. It looks like the
William in this family could
be the William who lived in
Southold, Long Island and
then Elizabethtown, New
Jersey.
I found the
following record of the
baptism of this William in
the parish records of St.
Mildred’s Church,
Canterbury, England. The
record shows the baptisms of Mary, William, Ann, Elizabeth, and George. The
other two entries are Thomas Cranmer (father of William, sr. b.1582) and Ann
(Carpenter) Cranmer (mother of William, sr. b. 1582). So we have here a record of
the birth of William near (but not exactly 1620). Waters gives a brief bio-sketch of
William Cranmer, son of William of Rotterdam

Waters, Robert Edmond Chester, Genealogical Memoirs of the Kindred Families of Thomas
Cranmer Archbishop of Canterbury…, Robson and Sons (London, 1877).
1

Note: If I find that a resource is available on both books.google.com and openlibrary.org I will usually cite
openlibrary. I find that doing searches using their format is simpler than that of google.

In a footnote, Waters indicates that
William Cranmer (b. 1630) desired: “To
be buried in the parish church of St.
Leonard, Bromley, Middlesex, England,
where my late mother and several of my
near relations lie buried.” 2 A record of
William Cranmer’s interment can be
found on findagrave.com.
For the
reasons outlined in this note, I conclude
that the commonly cited parents of
William Cranmer of Southold Long Island
and Elizabethtown, New Jersey are not as
oft reported, William Cranmer of
Rotterdam (b. 1582) and Susanna
Bardwell Powell (b. 1582).
Where did William of Elizabethtown
NJ come from? Before attempting to look
at other lines in the family tree of the
English Cranmers, I decided to see if I
could find anything in the colonial records
of Long Island (where William was first a
resident) to see if there are any clues.
In 1881, The Rev. Epher Whitaker wrote A History of Southold, Long Island, Its First
Century. William Cranmer is listed by the often used alternate spelling Cramer. On page
45, Whitaker lists 138 names of early settlers3. The partial list on the next page includes
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Waters p. 50

Whitaker, Rev. Epher, History of Southold, L.I. Its First Century, Printed for the author
(Southold, 1881). p 45.

William Cranmer (Cramer) and
David Carwithe (father of
Elizabeth Carwithy, William’s
wife).
In his book, Whitaker
documents the fact that William
Cramer moved from Southold to
Elizabethtown, New Jersey; he
lists seven other early settlers who
made this move4. There is nothing
more in the book about William
Cranmer.
I ask the question: why did
William Cranmer and seven other
early settlers leave together.
Whitaker does not address this.
The year 1640 appears to be an
important year for change in
Southold. This is the year that the
Rev John Young established a
Puritan church in Southold and
affiliated Southold with the New Haven Colony. Like New Haven, Southold became a
theocracy, and in 1644 established a court that was based on Levitical law. The Puritan’s
were persecuted in England, and here in the new colonies under their jurisdiction they
meted out rules that punished anyone who did not follow the strict rules set down by their
faith. The persecuted became the persecutors. One member named Smith was whipped
and bound in bond of £50 for embracing the opinions of the Quakers.5
Following other Cranmer Lines
Most of the data supporting this section is found in the narrative and the Cranmer
pedigrees by Waters6 . I will begin with the parents of Archbishop Thomas Cranmer. Of
course, the ancestry could branch before the family of Thomas Cranmer and Agnes
Hatfield.
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Whitaker, p. 52
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Flint, Martha Bockee, Early Long Island, A Colonial Study, G.P. Putnam (New York, 1896) p.
136.
6

Waters pp. 76-84

There are three male lines which would carry the surname Cranmer.
THOMAS CRANMER (1467 - 1501) + AGNES HATFIELD (1469 - ?)
In addition to the male lines described below, Thomas and Agnes had four
daughters: Agnes (1491-1556), Dorothy (1493 -?), Emmet (1501-?), and Margaret
(1501-?)
The male line contains:
1. John Cranmer (b. 1487 d. 1578) John was born at the family estate at Aslacton,
Nottinghamshire, England. He was the eldest male son and heir to Thomas, his
father.
2. Thomas Cranmer, Archbishop of Canterbury (b. 1489 d. 21 MAR 1555/6)
3. Edmund Cranmer, Archdeacon of Canterbury (b. 1491 d. 20 APR 1571)
ARCHBISHOP THOMAS CRANMER
I will begin with Archbishop Thomas Cranmer. This Thomas first married Joan (we do
not know her last name). Joan died in childbirth. Thomas’ second wife Margaret had
three documented children. two girls (Margaret (d. 1584) and Anne. The Archbishop's only
son was Thomas. In Waters’ narrative7 he states: “Thomas was still under age at the time
of his father’s death…” If he was age 20 at that time, then his birthdate would be ~1635.
The most frequently cited date for son Thomas in ancestry trees is 1538. This would be
consistent with Waters’ text. According to Waters, son Thomas’ “moral conduct was such
as to confirm the proverbial scandal that pious fathers have profligate sons.” Thomas was
buried 14 NOV 1598 at St. Andrew’s, Holborn. Unless, this Thomas fathered a son out of
wedlock, the trail of finding a direct line of descent from Archbishop Thomas
Cranmer to William Cranmer of Elizabeth NJ can be ruled out.

JOHN CRANMER (1487-1578)

This is a work in progress. At this time I do not see a documented link between
William Cranmer of Elizabeth NJ and the family of Thomas Cranmer, Archbishop.
More work needs to be done here. Check back in the future.
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